Can theatre-making it, performing it, watching it-make a difference in the world? Reading this book is like listening in on a thoughtfully moderated conversation about this recurring question, framed here as "why theatre?" and "why theatre now?" The value of this collection of reflections, interviews and musings by a curated group of scholars and artists-spanning generations of theatre work, some very well known, others less so-is not found in the actual answers, which tend to reiterate (albeit in often fascinating case studies) familiar invocations of affective assembly, human exchange, and community that have circulated since the onset of modernism. ("Theatre is the last place where we can be human," an actor with the dissident Theatre of the 8th Day told me ardently forty years ago across a Cold War chasm in the vodka-haze of a post-show party in Poland.) Rather, the value is to be found in the parallax of familiar questions and responses couched in new vocabularies that express the anxieties of our contemporary theatre culture. Reading though this book, we become aware of a pervasive sense that theatre's twentieth-century defence as the last outpost of humanism may be eroding in light of what Laura Levin, in her lucid call to reimagine theatre in a larger domain of performance, refers to as "the sudden ubiquity of spectators" (171).
The nineteen invited contributions to this book comprise an overlapping and interconnected community of theatrical work. The challenge posed by the editors was to assemble "a positive and constructive reflection of the 'now' of Canadian theatre" (6). Some of them meet that challenge by discussing their own theatre work or practice, others by critical reflection of work in their community, yet others by discursive analysis of concepts and terms. Foundational essays from the two editors establish the stakes of the discussion. In his compelling examination of Debajehmujig's The Global Savages project, Barry Freeman revisits Brecht's demand that theatre show the world not as reality but as an unnatural, thus changeable, construct. Freeman establishes the book's recurring theme of modelling "alternative ways of living in the now" of global neoliberalism (28). At the same time, he sounds a crucial caution that resonated for me throughout the book. Discussing "Debaj's" Anishnaabeg performance, he addresses the ethics of the epistemology of theatre research as an academic practice. How can Indigenous performance work be understood through a rhetoric of work that derives from "a discourse of industrial commodity production" (32)? The crisis in that discourse-and the larger crisis in the theatre culture that spawned it and which may be in the process of deformation-is another connective thread through the book.
For Brecht, the fundamental test of theatre was in its outcomes-in the things, reasonings and actions it produces. What emerges clearly in this volume is that the poststructuralist shift has redirected that test away from instrumental outcomes to intersections of practice and possibilities. Two keywords recur. The first is 'space,' used in the dematerialized sense of cultural presence and the possibilities it affords. Metaphors of spatiality abound. For Kathleen Gallagher, theatre can "open a door" (61); for Dustin Scott Harvey, it "opens spaces for risk-taking" (39); for Edward (Ted) Little, it opens spaces "where marginalized people might assert themselves in the public sphere" (52); for Alan Dilworth, it is a space where we ask ourselves what it means to be "human now" (107); and for Julie Tepperman and Aaron Willis, it is a shared space where we "repair the world" (211). Jackie Maxwell, reflecting on her tenure as Artistic Director of the Shaw Festival, remarks that she had to address "empty spaces" (where Canadian and women's voices might be heard) in the theatre's programming. In each usage, theatre's uncanny doubling maps cultural spaces onto the material spaces where bodies assemble. But to what end? Why go through the hard labour, financial misery, and the risk of burnout (parsed very keenly in Tepperman and Willis's dialogue about their theatre work and life together) in a hyper-mediatized word, when traditional theatre audiences are both aging and declining? For most of the contributors in this volume, the answer lies in the second key word that threads through this book: 'affect.' In one sense, this is an old and familiar answer, a kind of non-answer, but in a more productive way it moves past the traditional Aristotelian notion of affective learning to a newer sense of affective being, of restoring self in community at a time when, as Julie Salverson puts it, "the ability to feelourselves, others, the world we live in-is disappearing" (144). Writing about Dilworth and Andrew Kushnir's work with inner city youth, Gallagher addresses this directly when she argues that "we are seeing the political as a question of capacity or intensity rather than of knowledge alone" (77). But affect has its dangers. At several points in the book Gallagher questions the traditional "cool" affect of Brechtian political theatre, and makes a persuasive case for the political efficacy of moving theatrical power. I don't think Brecht would disagree; his low-affect aesthetics was a tactical, rather than formal condition. In his time it was a necessary insulation against the over-heated, high-affect performativities of the homicidal mass movements that shaped the twentieth century. And it is worth bearing in mind, as we seek human connection in the theatre, that nothing fosters belonging and connectivity like a rally fuelled by prideful hate.
"Affect," Gallagher posits, "is an expansive term, not simply the opposite of cognition" (77). This is the deep argument that binds all of the work discussed in the book, although contributors take it in different directions. Some draw the line to instrumentality. In his discussion of the community-engaged Montreal Life Stories project, Ted Little makes the link to Brecht with the notion of "shared intentionality" (53) that challenges our "confirmational thinking" (59). The affective power of theatre as an agent of change, he argues, can be verified politically and psychologically. Similarly, James Mackinnon looks at how the effectiveness of the interactive theatrical pedagogy of the Alberta-based Are We There Yet? project, which for more than twenty years has used high-affect, laughter-filled theatre to teach sexual health skills to teenagers, can be supported by evidence-based data gathered by its research team. For me, the most striking example of how theatre can open spaces for critical change is Julie Salverson's account of working with officer cadets at the Royal Military College of Canada, work in which theatre opens possibilities for exploring the complexities of military masculinism.
As I work through the book-work rather than simply read, because so many of the contributions lead me to revisit and rethink my own orthodoxies-I am struck by the fact that the projects and discussions that capture my attention are those from outside the traditional boundaries of theatre as a profession. There are powerful pieces by established artists who have achieved distinction within those boundaries, including Catherine Banks (who offers us a splendid insight into her creative process, effectively writing a play as she writes the essay), Judith Thompson (with a powerful call to theatre's primal communalism), Anne-Marie Macdonald (in conversation with Gallagher), Jackie Maxwell (likewise), John Mighton (ditto), and David Daniel Moses (who closes the book with a sly-and dare I say it?-affective poem). But I am more engaged with the less-established voices that expose how our institutional structures are in the process of change, migration and adaption. Naila Keleta-Mae's examination of female blackness in theatre and history (nuanced through an excellent reading of Lorena Gale's Angélique), Dustin Scott Harvey's "rough space" performances, with their "raw, low-fi aesthetic and DIY mentality" (37), and Tepperman and Willis's difficult conversation about the crisis of their project-based theatre life, each in its way leads me to think that our theatrical future is in desperate need of new structures of economy and disciplinarity. Tepperman and Willis's conversation in particular should be required reading for every theatre student. Exhausted after years of large one-off projects which they have produced themselves, they face a fundamental choice: do they incorporate as a non-profit, establish a board, institutionalize and hope for financial stability at the possible cost of losing creative freedom, of becoming employees? Or do they stay DIY, spending more time in producing than creating, in order to make the theatre they want?
There is no right answer, but what becomes clear to me in this book is that old ways no longer suffice. In his essay about theatre's need to adapt to draw "millennials" into the audience, Nicholas Hanson warns against the demographic crisis facing the theatre profession and invokes Drayton Entertainment's recent partnership with a Cambridge, Ontario, retirement home to build its latest playhouse as the "or else." Hanson's point needs to be heard-although it is also true that Drayton knows exactly who its audience is, and knows that there is at least one sector that is growing. But the real challenge that emerges in this book is not how to market theatre to replenish the self-selected, value-seeking audience, but how to foster practices and structures that harness affective theatre power in forms that may not be containable in traditional production and marketing models. In the end, theatre power is not just about how it affects but who it affects. In this I am moved by Andrew Kushnir's demand that we humanize the audience, that we conceive of them as "more than consumers of theatre" (97).
The inciting question of In Defence of Theatre implicitly invites the reader into the conversation, and so, as a public reader (because that's what a reviewer is), I take the challenge. I offer the thought that if theatre is a human communication medium that produces affects, the question of value must be tied to the results those affects work to produce. I find myself less concerned about the persistence of practices and structures, because what we see as theatre today includes much that would have been incomprehensible fifty years ago, and the same will be true fifty years from now. In the meantime, people continue to gather in dark spaces-some of them theatres, some of them not-to share embodied stories and metaphors-some of them plays, some of them not. Regardless of economic or discursive contexts, theatre is, as all of these contributions demonstrate, a way of being human together.
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